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Keep your focus and avoid annoying distractions while you should be working instead.
StayFocusd is an extension for the Google Chrome browser that lets you configure a schedule
for accessing entire websites or specific pages within an allowed time frame. When activated,

the timer starts counting down from the amount of time you set for each allowed site and,
when the timeframe for accessing those sites is over, you are reminded to return to your work.
Setup an entire website as your allowed time frame In order to let the timer count down from

your allowed time frame, you have to move the downloaded CRX file to the "Extensions" tab in
Chrome's settings menu. After that, you can activate the add-on, edit the timers you want to

have and specify the time frame for their start time and end time. Allow a custom URL or
domain and block the entire website You are also given the possibility of allowing a custom

URL or even block the entire website. When this option is selected, StayFocusd will stop
counting down for the rest of the webpage but will continue counting down for the allowed

time. Manage the list of allowed and blocked sites The list of allowed and blocked sites can be
edited, which implies that you can add, remove and edit the required URLs. You can have a list
of 10 allowed sites as well as block the entire list or just one site. Specify the amount of time

allowed and the day/time schedule You can specify the value of your allowed time frame,
select the days and time frame when you want StayFocusd to restrict your browsing activity.

The countdown timer is reset when you switch to another tab within Chrome, but if you switch
to another application, StayFocusd is paused. Compatible with Chrome 5+ Create rules for

allowed and blocked sites By default, the countdown timer is set to 10 minutes. You can allow
the current entire website or just some pages, as well as block the whole domain or only

custom URLs. Set up the time frame It is possible to set the countdown timer to any value (in
minutes), select the days and time frame (in hours and minutes) when you want StayFocusd to
restrict your browsing activity, establish the time at which the add-on will reset your allowed
time for the day, as well as manage the list of blocked and allowed sites. Go “nuclear” to lock
settings There is also a "nuclear" option that should be used in extreme cases. It implies that
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Are you tired of dealing with procrastination and you start to wonder why you procrastinate?
Maybe you even can't come up with a good answer to that question. If that's the case, you

may want to try StayFocusd for Chrome. StayFocusd is a Chrome extension to help you stop
procrastinating by creating a schedule. The extension contains an alarm that counts down to
zero once activated. All you have to do is to browse the Internet within the given time frame.

This add-on is meant to prevent you from wasting time on insignificant things that actually are
very important to you. For instance, you might want to limit the activities related to

procrastination to only certain times in a given day. StayFocusd's features include: - Set a
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schedule for when you can browse certain websites and/or domains - Time limit for browsing,
you can set a time span for the extension to be activated - Warn before you pass the time limit
and the extension is about to block your browsing - Management of blocked and allowed sites -
FAQ, more information, settings, etc. - Latest version available through the Chrome Web Store
And finally, the developer promises to make bug fixes and new features as soon as possible. If
you want to give StayFocusd a try, go to the Chrome Web Store and download it. StayFocusd
Review Thuban’s Dominators is a subtle browser hijacker that will not show any of its visual
manifestations, but yet, it will perform numerous malicious activities. After all, its primary

objective is to infect your computer with its own components. Once the bootloader has been
injected, the malware will modify your browser’s settings and replace original navigation

buttons with its own logo. At the same time, it will modify search engine settings, add new
toolbars, customize the appearance and layout of all web pages, display a dialog box with

advertising content, modify browser’s interface, open an RSS feed every time you load a new
tab, redirect you to malicious websites, create a powerful adware-like extension to collect data
about your browsing habits and some other questionable stuff. Thuban’s Dominators Review
RFD is a multi-purpose ad- and malware-infecting utility that poses as a notepad application
developed by the creators of the notorious rp-calc. The backdoor is capable of stealing your

browsing data, including your IP address, saving your computer's settings to b7e8fdf5c8
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Key Features StayFocusd for Chrome gives you a schedule for accessing entire websites and
specific pages within them. For example, you can set a daily schedule for Facebook so that you
only access Facebook when your work schedule requires it. [+] More Info: StayFocusd for
Chrome Addon for Chrome Description: Key Features StayFocusd for Chrome gives you a
schedule for accessing entire websites and specific pages within them. For example, you can
set a daily schedule for Facebook so that you only access Facebook when your work schedule
requires it. [+] More Info: If you use StayFocusd for Chrome, we'd love to have your feedback.
Please write your experience in the form below. Type Your Email Address Your feedback will
only be visible to moderators. No-spam policy: We hate spam and do everything in our power
to fight it on this website, on Twitter and everywhere else. We will not give, share or sell your
email address or any other personal information. We hate spam. Read our latest privacy policy.
Thank you for commenting.Q: Remote connection to an Amazon EC2 virtual machine I have a
virtual machine running Ubuntu, and I'd like to connect to it from my laptop. The laptop is on
the same network. I've had no luck using the instructions at I need my Ubuntu virtual machine
to ping the server I'm running from my laptop. I need the virtual machine to ping other virtual
machines on the same server. A: You need to install packages on your Virtual Machine First
change the Network config sudo ifconfig eth0 inet 10.10.10.5 netmask 255.255.255.0 Verify
the Network config sudo ifconfig eth0 Check the Network config. ifconfig This should resolve
the problem A: To use the remote connection feature in AWS: Open ssh on the EC2 instance
and open a shell. Type

What's New in the StayFocusd For Chrome?

StayFocusd is a Google Chrome extension that helps you manage your time better by keeping
you reminded and ready to work. Create rules for allowed and blocked sites By default, the
countdown timer is set to 10 minutes. You can allow the current entire website or just some
pages, as well as block the whole domain or only custom URLs. Basically, the timer starts
counting down to zero the moment it is activated, and you are given a warning several
seconds in advance. Worth mentioning is that, for the sake of fairness, the timer is paused the
moment you switch to another tab within Chrome. However, we have noticed that this doesn't
work when switching to another application, if the blocked page is selected in the browser. Set
up the time frame It is possible to set the countdown timer to any value (in minutes), select
the days and time frame (in hours and minutes) when you want StayFocusd to restrict your
browsing activity, establish the time at which the add-on will reset your allowed time for the
day, as well as manage the list of blocked and allowed sites. Go “nuclear” to lock settings
There is also a "nuclear" option that should be used in extreme cases. It implies that
StayFocusd will block websites (all, all except allowed, or only blocked ones) for a given
number of hours. It is extreme because the option cannot be canceled once enabled. Complete
a challenge to unlock settings Users who are aware that they will try to cheat by bypassing the
allowed time can activate another layer of security. StayFocusd can ask them to complete a
challenge before making any modifications to the schedule, which consists of typing a text
without making any mistakes. Additional customization options As far as app customization is
concerned, StayFocusd can sync blocked and allowed sites across all devices via Chrome Sync,
hide all links in popups which let you allow sites, hide the info bar, change notification times,
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as well as edit the challenge text, among others. Settings can be exported and imported later
on. Performance and conclusion The add-on worked smoothly during our evaluation, without
causing Chrome to hang, crash or pop up errors. It's filled with funny and slightly sarcastic
messages made by the developer; these notes alone are worth exploring StayFocusd.
Nevertheless, the overall package make it a must-have extension among Chrome users who
happen to be procrastinators. I remember reading about a similar Chrome extension, but I
couldn't find
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System Requirements For StayFocusd For Chrome:

Processor: 2.0 GHz Intel Core2 Duo E8500 Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: 1024 MB NVIDIA
Geforce GT200/NVIDIA Geforce GTX 400 DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Drive: 100MB available
space Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card Input: Keyboard, Mouse, joysticks, Screen
Resolution: 1280x800 Additional Notes: Minimum resolution is 1024x768 Show Comments Hide
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